Do you have an attitude and mindset that drives you to break new ground?
Why not kickstart your career with a leading organisation who are rapidly changing the future
of health.

NESTLÉ HEALTH SCIENCE
Empowering healthier lives through nutrition
At Nestlé Health Science we are forging a new path for nutrition as a leader in the field of
nutritional science. We add quality and hope to the lives of tens of millions of people every
single day, empowering consumers, patients and health care professionals to take charge of
their health.
We care about the future and we make moves both for the good of our consumers and for
our planet. We are committed to creating a sustainable future for everyone.
We are rapidly expanding and accelerating our business to continue delivering our purpose
globally. We have more than 5,000 employees around the world, with a presence in 66
countries, delivering more than 900 million products every year.

JOIN US ON OUR MISSION
Packaging Assistant
We are looking for an enthusiastic and highly driven graduate to join our Nestle Health
Science Youth Programme (NHSc) for the second year running. We will start you out with
two fantastic years on specific NHSc and Vitaflo projects across the globe where you will be
given responsibility to the real world environment from day one.
Starting as a Packaging Assistant at our Vitaflo (International) Ltd business in Liverpool, UK,
you will work closely with the Operations department in supporting key projects to improve
business processes and support sustainability and compliance of Vitaflo’s product
packaging. You will be involved in:

•

•
•
•

Reviewing and identifying opportunities to improve the packaging changeover
process at key contract manufacturers by improving visibility of stock and version
control of packaging within the company
Reviewing pack and wrap specifications against Nestle standards for sustainability
Optimising specifications to maximise pallet efficiency where possible, reduce CO2
emissions and storage space where possible
Defining and developing a review schedule for packaging documentation and
certification to ensure packaging compliance continues to be maintained in the future

Once you’ve completed this rotation, you will be jetting off to two other NHSc businesses to
support their operations departments in driving their operations and sustainability strategy.
To be successful for the programme, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be educated to degree level ideally in Material Science, Environmental Science,
Chemistry or Food Technology (Minimum 2:1)
A good commercial and operational understanding
Numerate with good mental agility
Excellent communication skills
Excellent attention to detail
Experience of working in an international environment and / or with technical teams is
highly desired
Work experience within an operations department such as process, packaging,
supply chain, logistics is a great advantage but not a requirement
Flexible, mobile and willing to travel across the world!

& WE’LL SUPPORT YOU ON YOUR MISSION
•
•
•
•

Competitive salary & benefits
The chance to collaborate with an international network of experts
Lifelong learning and development throughout your career
Opportunities to develop your career across the world

WE WIN WITH PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US
You want to explore new territory, see the world,
understand it and be part of it. You will be working in
countries across the globe so being geographically mobile is
a must.
You’re not afraid to ask questions. Your inquisitive
mindset allows you to learn and take calculated risks.
You are forward thinking, digitally savvy and eager to
seek ways to improve processes. You are not afraid to
challenge the status quo and be the catalyst for change!

You jump at the opportunity to get involved with colleagues on projects. You are
always open to fresh ideas.
You love to collaborate with a diverse range of people.
You leverage the diversity of backgrounds and experiences.
You build strong bonds and create a climate of trust
amongst others. You work as part of a team
constructively and with integrity.

You thrive in an organisation that is constantly adapting.
You evolve with the business to meet customer needs.
You deliver against clear, actionable and measurable
priorities. You are focused on what matters to the consumer and
the patient.
You deliver consumer value with a lean and nimble mindset.

COULD YOU BE WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR?
Does this sound like you?
Email hr@vitaflo.co.uk with your CV and covering letter today and tell us how fabulous you
are for the programme!
Closing date for applications is November 24th 2021

